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All these varieties were selected for taste & success plus open 
pollinated & organic seed where possible.

BUSH varieties for Container grown Tomatoes~
1. Bobcat~ Bush: 68 days. Main season classic Beefsteak and early for 

its size! Healthy vigorous plants with firm uniform fruit up to 10 
ounces. Our best big beefsteak tomato for the last 3 years.

2. Celebrity~ Early season Salad Tom. Bush: 70 days Firm bright red 
tomatoes, blight resistant. Vigorous growth with exceptional flavour.

3. Defiant Salad ~ Organic seed, blight resistant. Bush: 70 days. 
Medium round red salad on open bush style. Great taste & texture.

4. Primo Red~ Bush: 68 days Early Beefsteak on a compact plant. 
Disease resistant. Classic deep red uniform fruit.

5. Red Alert ~ Our Earliest Cherry. Bush: 55 days. Great flavour & 
quantity, excellent for patio pots.

6. Roma VF~ Open pollinated. Bush: 75 days. Bears dozens of plum 
shaped fruit for sauces, canning & eating fresh. Dehydrates well.

7. Taxi Yellow~ Organic open pollinated. Bush: 65 -70days. Early 
bright yellow 4-5 oz Salad style fruit. Prolific, sweet, less acidity & 
suited to cool climates.

Traditional Indeterminate or VINE Tomatoes that require staking~

8. Ardwyna Paste ~ Local organic seed STAKE: 80 days. Large red 
paste favourite, early maturing, vigorous potato leaf vines with 4-5 
inch fruit.

9. Chocolate Cherry~ A new one for us for 2014. Heirloom. Stake: 
Vine~ 65 days. Fruit has unique purplish hues with incredible flavour.

10. Flamme~ Organic Heirloom early Salad Tom. STAKE: Vine~ 70days. 
Firm, smooth, deep orange skinned beauty. Productive, early & great 
to dry for winter.

11. Gardener’s Delight: Open Pollinated Cherry. STAKE: Vine~65 days. 
Traditional large cherry sized red tomatoes in long trusses with sweet 
tangy flavour. An English favourite to grow & eat as is! 

12. Golden Rave Plum~ Stake: Vine~ 70 days. Great for greenhouses or 
grown outside. Pretty shape plus great productivity and sensational 
sweet flavour!

13. Moneymaker~ Organic Heirloom Salad Style. STAKE: Vine~ 90 days 
Heavy crop of 2 inch sized fruit in clusters. Grow successfully in 
greenhouse or outside. Traditional English red salad tomato~ just 
quarter & serve! 

14. Pompeii Sauce~ Elongated Plum style…STAKE: because of the fruit 
weight! 76 days. Fantastic in 2014! Still hunting this one! 

15. Red Perfection~ Heirloom Local organic seed STAKE: Vine~75 days. 
Sister variety to “Yellow Perfection”. Classified as Salad Tomato.



16. Speckled Roman Paste~ Local organic seed STAKE: 80 days Mid-
sized plum known for its wavy gold stripes not speckles?! Very meaty, 
great taste. Plant has a wispy look not to worry…

17. Sweet Million Cherry~ A classic! Stake: Vine~60 days. Clusters of 
very small fruit to pop in your mouth! Tolerant to cracking & holds 
well.

18. White Cherry~ Heirloom organic seed. STAKE: Vine~ 65 days Grape 
sized treats to pop in your mouth. Palest gold when ripe. Great 
producer last 3 years running!

19. Yellow Pear (Cherry style) ~ Heirloom. STAKE: Vine~ 65-75 days. 
Fruit becomes sweeter as they turn golden yellow. Great presentation 
to simply toss in your salad bowl!

20. Yellow Perfection~ Heirloom Local organic seed STAKE: Vine~ 75 
days. Potato leaf variety with 2 inch thin skinned Salad sized fruits, 
very popular in England.

PLUS:

21. Dwarf Pineapple Cape Gooseberry or Ground Cherry: Bush*…
120 days. You will recognise these individually “packaged” tropical 
sweet tasting fruits that fall to the ground when ripe in their golden 
papery husks, commonly used on fancy desserts presentations...Grow 
like tomatoes with lots of heat & moisture. Ripening in late summer as 
a last of the season treat! Eat raw or cooked: you can even make jam 
with them…

22. True Mexican Tomatillo “Two Colour Fiesta”: Salsa Verde ole! 
Heirloom seed. (Physalis philadelphica) Famously used like tomatoes 
in savoury Mexican food. Our variety can have traditional green or 
purple fruits; ripe when the paper cape-like husk splits to reveal the 
fruit inside! 

PS: Here are a couple of my best growing tips for Tomatoes~
1) When ever you transplant your baby Tomatoes; to a 5 gallon pot or 

directly in the ground, always plant them deeper than the original soil 
line in the smaller pot; this develops a larger root system to grow you 
larger fruits on a stocky strong plant!

2) Tomatoes love the minerals in Epsom salts…sprinkle a teaspoon on the 
top of the soil of a gallon pot, ¼ cup around plants in the ground. I do 
this 2 or 3 times during the growing season. 

3)  Regular water, fertilizer & full sun do the rest!
4) Do stake your VINE style tomato plants to keep your fruit clean and off 

the ground from bugs & moulds. Cage vigorous BUSH plants for the 
same reasons…easy to harvest as well.
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